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The world is undergoing a digital revolution right now. Everything from business and banking to
gaming and socialising. It’s thrilling to see humanity’s most fundamental pursuits brought into the
digital realm. Scientists have predicted that the rapid advances in technology we are witnessing will
completely alter our familiar world, ushering in one filled with excitement, amusement, and financial
gain.

 

As the world becomes more and more digitised, the right to manage and customise one’s digital
experiences becomes more and more of a necessity. Users want to feel an emotional connection to
the digital world they inhabit, have full control over how their characters are used, and feel a feeling
of ownership over those characters. In addition to the need for ownership and dynamic
personalisation, the desire to buy and sell rights to specific goods such as automobiles, houses,
lands, and even personalities arises.

 

The developers of Wilder World want to encourage the ongoing digital transition by providing a site
where users’ imaginations can run wild. The goal of Wilder World (WILD) is to build a Metaverse
where artists are respected and their work is valued, where resources are plentiful, and where they
are free to express themselves. Wilder World is the first ever global Augmented Reality art gallery. A
decentralised, liquid NFT market is being operated by it.

 

Frank Wilder, a 3D artist, founded Wilder World, which is working with Zero technologies to offer
the necessary hardware.
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What is Wilder World (WILD)?
 

 

Wilder World is the first fully functional, decentralised, NFT marketplace with no artist royalties that
is driven by the community. Wilder World ushers in a web3-compatible NFT market while compiling
and archiving the most valuable 3D artworks available.

 

By facilitating tokenization of artworks, Wilder World facilitates the development of a thriving
crypto-economy propelled by the independence and financialization of artists. It’s a great place for
artists to connect with their audiences directly.

 

Wilder World gives creators a place to express themselves in their prefered artistic medium while
also participating in a venture that is bigger than any one person. The network is motivated in part
by a desire to provide access to the Metaverse’s untapped economic potential for artists.

 

The Wilder World economy operates with its own native token, WILD. It is the ecosystem’s
governance token in Wilder World. Voting privileges are attached to wild tokens. Its main purpose,
however, is to promote the growth of the Metaverse by installing new users, objects, locations,
protocols, and services. The Metaverse platform accepts both WILD and LOOT tokens. The LOOT
coin is the system’s utility token. It’s needed for financial dealings, and its stockpile expands as the
number of users and transactions does.

 

The emphasis of WILD would be on more than just NFTs. Instead, the Metaverse platform will serve
as a unifying force by facilitating teamwork on narratives, personas, and settings. Wilder World’s
principal objective is to create a digital gallery full of the world’s most prestigious goods, many of
which are works of art created in 3D.

 

Wilder World, unlike other NFT-powered Metaverse platforms, will make the art market accessible
to a new generation of creators and buyers. That’s in keeping with its goal of giving voice to
everyone. Wilder uses NFT ownership fractionalisation. This overcomes the liquidity problem while
also democratising access to high-end art. Previously, only the wealthy had this privilege.

 

Community members own and operate Wilder World through a DAO that operates on the blockchain.
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Wilder World ensured that artists benefited directly from the sale of their products by cutting out
middlemen.

 

Wilder World has a no-fee layout as opposed to paying artists a salary. Using the Wild token, the
network generates and redistributes wealth to its users. Wilder is public and completely constructed
on the blockchain with decentralised protocols.
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Wilder World (WILD) Price History
 

 

Wilder World (WILD) is now trading at $0.35 with a total market cap of $198 (based on the price as
of this writing). Wilder World has a market worth of $87,121,792 and a circulating supply of
250,705,273.

 

There was a -3.82% loss in value during the previous 24 hours for the cryptocurrency. The WILD’s
market cap has also fallen since yesterday, as shown by a comparison to yesterday’s value.

 

The Wilder World cryptocurrency is having a hard time joining the rest of the crypto market. The
WILD has lost around 2.17 percent in the last week. Although the coin’s underlying structure may be
sound, recent price action suggests that it is not a short-term lucrative investment.
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WILD’s price fell by -12.290% in the past month, wiping out an average of $0.049 from its previous
worth. This unexpected drop indicates that the coin is currently in a downturn, which might be a
fantastic buying opportunity for anyone looking to make a quick investment.
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Wilder World (WILD) Price Predictions
 

 

Web3 and the Metaverse will expand without restraint as more and more people discover and enjoy
the fun of augmented realities. Wilder World distinguishes itself apart from existing Metaverse
platforms by giving creators more agency over the distribution and monetization of their works, by
integrating property rights, and by providing an unparalleled Metaverse experience.

 

Wilder World (WILD) market data is used in our price prediction projections in real time, with all
data being live-updated on our website. Because of this, we can provide you up-to-the-minute price
projections based on the state of the market.
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Some people think that WILD, which stands for Wilder World, is the most incredible cryptocurrency
to emerge this year. According to our WILD price prediction for 2023, we may see a big increase to
the tune of $0.521850 by the end of the year.

 

Similar to the ascent of previous cryptocurrencies, this one will be gradual, but we don’t anticipate
any major declines. While aiming for an average price of $0.487060 is ambitious, it is doable in the
near future with the help of planned partnerships and innovations. The lowest possible price for
WILD is currently set at $0.417480.
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Wilder World (WILD) Price Prediction 2024
 

There is substantial upside to our 2024 Wilder World WILD price forecast. We expect the price of
WILD to rise above $0.869751 due to the possible announcement of various new partnerships and
initiatives in the near future. Wait till the relative strength index for the WILD exits the oversold
area before getting too enthusiastic.

 

WILD will trade between $0.695800 (the minimum trading price) and $0.765380 (the average
trading price), depending on market conditions.
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Wilder World (WILD) Price Prediction 2025
 

The price of WILD could rise to $1.22 by 2025 if the current trend continues. A drop in the market
could make it impossible to reach the target. In 2025, the average price for WILD is projected to be
$1.11. The predicted low price is $1.04.
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Wilder World (WILD) Price Prediction 2030
 

Wilder World’s prices will have reached fresh all-time highs by 2030. The lowest possible price is
$2.78, and the highest possible price is $2.96, with a mean value of $2.85.
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Is WILD a Good Investment?
 

Using NFT cars for racing and land construction, Wilder World is a metaverse project aiming to
create a 5D virtual world. Wilder World is a 5-Dimensional metaverse built on the Ethereum
blockchain. Tokens with limited exchangeability fuel it. Keep in mind that the photorealistic mixed
reality worlds are a product of the Wilder World project, which was developed in partnership with
Zero.Space.
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The visuals of Wilder World are its primary focus, and the game has partnered with the market-
leading design industry’s “Unreal Engine” to deliver photorealistic effects to the virtual world. Its
native currency is called WILD Coin. The WILD currency, the project’s native token, is based on
Ethereum’s blockchain and is used for all financial and voting operations. In these racing
competitions, users have the chance to win prizes and accumulate WILD coins.

 

Wilder World isn’t only a game; players may also design their own virtual land and construct
buildings on it using NFTs. The proprietors of these plots of land might generate income by selling
or leasing them to others. In addition, NFT cars, lands, and other Wilder World assets can be bought
and sold on the game’s own market.

 

Decentraland and Axie Infinity are two of Wilder World’s key rivals in the metaverse. However, the
project has outperformed its rivals in the market, with a rising pricing trend over the past month.
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Will WILD Hit $1?
 

 

WILD Coin needs to increase in value by 4.34 times from its current market price of $0.23 in order
to achieve $1. In November 2021, the price of WILD skyrocketed to $7.28, an increase of 45.5 times
in just 6 months. As a result, the WILD coin will need less than a month to reach $1.

 

The current market condition, however, is not favourable to the crypto market because of liquidity
issues and inflation. Thus, it cannot achieve that value any earlier. However, as market
circumstances improve for the cryptocurrency sector as a whole, the price of a single WILD coin will
rise to $1 without any difficulty.
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Will WILD Hit $100?
 

 

WILD currency needs to increase in value by 434.78 times from its current market price of $0.23 in
order to hit $100. It will take about 57 months (less than 5 years) for the WILD currency to achieve a
price of $100, given that it took 6 months to increase by 45.5 times in November 2021.

 

Again, this is something that can happen only if the crypto market’s liquidity and other
macroeconomic circumstances shift in its favour. As a result, it’s safe to say that the price of a single
WILD coin won’t hit $100 in the next five years.
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Wilder World offers cutting-edge innovation for NFT and Metaverse developers. The cryptocurrency
market is governed by a wide variety of fundamental and technical indications, so even though it has
some novel ideas, there is no guarantee of success. If, on the other hand, you follow the advise of our
AI systems and their forecasts and recommendations, you will have made a wise financial decision.
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Where to Trade Crypto Futures?
 

 

Now you can trade crypto futures on BTCC. BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange situated in Europe,
was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to
everyone.  BTCC is a crypto exchange offering users liquid and low-fee futures trading of both
cryptocurrencies and tokenized traditional financial instruments like stocks and commodities.

 

BTCC offers exclusive bonus for new users. Sign up and deposit on BTCC to get up to 10,055
USDT in bonuses. Meet the deposit targets within 30 days after successful registration at BTCC, and
you can enjoy the bonus of the corresponding target levels.     Find out what campaigns are
available now: https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions

 

BTCC also has an iOS app and Android app if you prefer to trade on the go.
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Look More:How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?

Why Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC
 

 

To trade Crypto futures, you can choose BTCC crypto exchange.BTCC, a cryptocurrency
exchange situated in Europe, was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading
reliable and accessible to everyone. Over 11 years of providing crypto futures trading services. 0
security incidents. Market-leading liquidity.

 

Traders may opt to trade on BTCC for a variety of reasons

 

Security：safe and secure operating history of 11 years. Safeguarding users’ assets with
multi-risk management through the ups and downs of many market cycles
Top Liquidity：With BTCC’s market-leading liquidity, users can place orders of any
amount—whether it’s as small as 0.01 BTC or as large as 50 BTC—instantly on our platform.
Innovative：Trade a wide variety of derivative products including perpetual futures and
tokenized USDT-margined stocks and commodities futures, which are innovative products
invented by BTCC.
Flexible：Select your desired leverage from 1x to 150x. Go long or short on your favourite
products with the leverage you want.
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How to Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC ?
 

To trade Crypto Futures  on BTCC, follow these simple steps:

 

Create an account

 

Go to the BTCC website and fill out the registration form with the necessary details. Finish the
checks to make sure you’re in line with the stock exchange’s rules.

 

 

Deposit funds

Fund your BTCC wallet once your account has been created and verified. You can fund your BTCC
account with a number of different cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

 

 

Navigate to the crypto trading section
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You can begin trading on the BTCC platform as soon as your account has been funded. Find the
crypto exchange rate, which is written as crypto/Bitcoin (BTC) or crypto/US Dollar (USDT)
depending on the other pairs available.s.

 

 

Choose your trading type

Both spot trading and futures trading are available through BTCC. If you want to purchase or sell
crypto tokens at the current market price, you may want to investigate spot trading. If you’d rather
trade crypto with leverage and speculate on its price movements, you can do so with crypto Futures.

 

 

 

Place your trade

After deciding which type of deal you want to make, you can enter the amount of crypto you like to
buy or sell, as well as your preferred price (if necessary). If everything checks out, go ahead and
make the deal.

 

 

Monitor and manage your trades

 

Be sure to monitor your crypto holdings on the BTCC exchange. To limit losses and protect gains,
you can use stop-loss and take-profit orders. It is also important to keep up with the latest crypto
market trends and news if you want to successfully trade this cryptocurrency.

 

 

Before becoming involved in any kind of trading, make sure you’ve done your homework. Due to the
extreme volatility of the cryptocurrency markets, it is crucial to have a well-defined trading strategy
and risk management framework in place. To successfully trade crypto on the BTCC market and take
advantage of the chances it provides, follow these procedures and keep yourself updated.
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BTCC FAQs
 

1.Is BTCC safe?

Since its inception in 2011, BTCC has made it a priority to create a secure space for all of its visitors.
Measures consist of things like a robust verification process, two-factor authentication, etc. It is
considered one of the most secure markets to buy and sell cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.

 

2.Is it possible for me to invest in BTCC?

Users are encouraged to check if the exchange delivers to their area. Investors in BTCC must be
able to deal in US dollars.

 

3.Can I Trade BTCC in the U.S?

Yes, US-based investors can begin trading on BTCC and access the thriving crypto asset secondary
market to buy, sell, and trade cryptocurrencies.
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